I briefly experimented with mounting the Totally Hidden Uncoupler
under a stretch of Kato Unitrack by
shimming the metal plate with styrene
to raise it high enough. While this is
possible, the challenge becomes fine
tuning the position of the magnets
without easy access; you have to remove
the track to adjust them, then put
the track down and see if the change
worked. Based on this, I wouldn't
recommend using the Totally Hidden
Uncoupler with Kato Unitrack.
Closing Thoughts
The Totally Hidden Uncoupler
does away with the unsightly magnet
between the rails approach,
provid..
ing reliable uncoupling hidden away
beneath the track. Based on my experience I would recommend using two
starter kits for each uncoupling zone,
to minimize the amount of fine-tuning needed.

5l!M DCC
Zimo's Large Scale
DCC decoder poised
lo lake sound
conversion market
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Review and Photos by John Sipple
MX690S (3A, 8 functions, 4 servo
outputs),
MSRP: can $210.12 (*US $178.60)
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MX690V (5A, 14 functions, switch
inputs (as reviewed); servo outputs,
low voltage supply (1.5V 15V),
MSRP: Can $241.02 ('US $204.87)
LSFRS5 2 inch speaker,
MSRP: Can $16.99 (*US $14.44)
LSFRS7 2.75 inch speaker,
MSRP: Can $18.54 (*US $15.76)
SPEIGOMP capacitor kit,
M ~ R Pcan
:
$13.90 (*us $11.81)
*Based on an exchange rate of 0.85
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back for a rebuild and then it was a
honey. It had never been a candidate
for conversion to D C C until they came
up with their conversion trucks, the
ones with the cast truck boxes and the
improved truck pickup system that
could be separated between pickups
and motor contacts, the fundamental of
DCC wiring. At the time, I installed a
silent motor decoder.
Now I had a chance to have sound
in my Nine Spot, one of the few locos
to actually wear the proud logo of
the Oregon Pine Belt Railway. So in
a way, I was risking one of my favorite locomotives, but then I had heard
good things about Zimo, so I was in a
trusting mood.
The Zimo decoder comes with the
decoders a phir of ribbon cables with
the 0.100 cable punchdown terminals,
and a very thorough instruction manual. The MX690V is the sound versioh,
which is rated at 5 amps continuous.

I

Block Detection
& Automation
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EN I had an opportunity
review one of Zimo's new
MX690V sound decoders
with a five amp motor output, I jumped
at the project, but what locomotive was
I going to convert? I looked over my
roster and my pulse began to accelerate.
Did I dare? Number 9 beckoned to me.
Way back in 1998, I bought my
first major Large Scale locomotive, a
Bachmann Shay, and oh was it a honey!
Well, s o n of. I had to send the trucks

Making the Change
There isn't a lot of spare room inside
of the bunker shell of Shay, especially
with the weight installed. d n e always
toys with the notion of removing it,
but then you come back and deny that,
because your performance is tied to the
weight on the wheels. I'd be working
with my Xuron nippers, first taking off
some of the circular speaker-mounting
site so the speaker's square base would
sit down squarely and the mounting
tangs could hold it in place. That really
only took a few minutes, but it had to
be done first and left a limited amount
of space above.
This is the first generation Shay,

I probably should have shot the decoder before I
installed it, but I'm like a kid at Christmas! So here
it is, with the ribbon cables going out both sides,

very easy to install and use. The screw terminals
make your basic four red, black, orange, and gray
connections for motor and track.

ZlMO Agency of North America
1195 Velrose Dr
Kelowna B.C., V1X 6R7 Canada
PhonelFax: 250-765-7017
www.mrsonline.net

-4

Works with any type of track power!
(DC, DCC,AC)
isolated input & output.
standard detector........Trak-DT'.. .......................
$ 24.95
with time functions ......Trak-DlT, Trak-DTTT.,....$ 29.95
with latch function.......Trak-DTL' .........
.... ..........$ 29.95
Stalter set (3 -Trak-DTs, 1-12VPS)...................... $ 84.95

-

ExpansionSet (6 Trak-DTs)..............................
$139.95
reg. 12VPS power (I-12VPS powers 12-DTs) $ 14.95

...

Automatic Back-N-Forth for DC track power.
Single....... #%I ........1 ampere load..........$39.95

Dual Unit..#562.......1 ampere load..........$54.95
Single.......#563........5 ampere load..........$44.95
Dual Unit..#564........5 ampere load..........$59.95
Units feature:
only 2 wires to the track.
adjustable time seconds to minutes!

-

All items: Made In U.S.A. Orders require $9.25
min. sli, PA res. + 6% sales tax, prices subject to
change wlo notice. See web site for order form.

LT7bp&;-;z!

m w l n o . Est. 1976
Color Catalog $8.00
MRR Wiring Guide $8.00
www.da"ee.com
both $15.00 ................or FREE from our web site!
U.S. funds only - no stampcll (outslde US add extra postage)

.That You Saw Their Ad in 1
~ o d eRailroad
l
News!
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hook up the track and motor leads.
That was it. I'll tend to that issue when
I feel like chasing down leads for wiring
the headlights. The Zimo system uses
what amounts to a computer cable connection which will have you making up
your own ribbon cable. Don't be afraid
of it; you can use your channel lock
pliers or your bench vise, which was my
choice. The only soldering I did was to
secure the speaker terminals on the side
of the speaker - an easy job.
In the end, however, I lost the battle
of the space to the speaker size. I gave up
the larger 2.75 inch for the 2 incher. The
Zimo has the power to make a noticeable
difference in sound; you should know
that. There was more fidelity with the
bigger transducer, but the engineering
demanded more than the sound im-

p

provement. In went the smaller speaker,
shoved toward the front, and the decoder
sat on its edge right behind it, in front of
the weight. Nobody else has heard them
both, so nobody else cares. There's just
as much volume but just a little less bottom end. I can handle it.

This is a fully loaded decoder with
a full crayon box of CVs with which to
color. There is Back EMF that can be
turned on and off, up and down. Not
only do they have all the standard stuff
such as Vstart, Vhigh, Vmid, Accel
rate, Decel rate, four digit addressing,
consisting controls, and much more,
they also have such exotic things as
signal controlled acceleration and deceleration. I'll let you ponder what that
might mean.
Meanwhile, I started pushing function buttons. Once a decoder has taken
charge of a locomotive, simply pressing
the number buttons on your cab will
make things happen. Generally, you
press [0] to operate the headlamps, [I]
for the bell, [2] for the whistle, [3] for
the couple clank, 181-to turn o n or off-

Living with the Change
My first operation was up on test rollers. I worked with both a Digitrax and
an NCE system, just to see how both of
them did. Since those are the most common for users in North America at this
point in time, you'll be pleased to know
both of them worked with the Zimo just
fine. I shifted the locomotive's address
over to No. 9 without incident; my supplier had already set the decoder up for a
very nice Shay sound.
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FEATURING:
Corrugated door detail on gondola floor

--

Finely molded door hinge points

Die-cast underframe with accurate subframe and
brake detail

Prototypically accurate schemes with fine print
detail

Magne-Matic Coupler equipped trucks for reliable
operation

EL

Road Name and Price....TBA
-

Available through your local authorized Micro-Trains dealer
0 2 0 0 7 Micro-Trains Line Co. P.O. Box 1200, Tolent OR 97540-1200 USA
Web: www.micro-trains.com Ernoil: mtl@micro-trains.com
The NewsMonthly for Model Railroaders -Model Railroad News -September2007
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the sound, and so on. In this case, the
folks in Europe are not bound by our
trends in operation (and that's all these
conventions really are), and so [I] is a
two-chime whistle, [2] is a mid single
chime whistle, [3] is another duochime whistle similar to the first, [4] is
a steam let-off, [5] is a single high piping whistle, [6] is the bell, [i']is coal
being scooped, [8] makes a chuff sound
in motion and steam idling sounds at
rest, [9] sounds like a grease gun, and
[lo] is the feedwater pump.
As delivered, the package is very
reasonable, so I felt no particular need
to change anything, though there
is prodigious control of just about
everything. Perhaps, after I've played
with it a while, I'll get into it some
more. Outdoors, on the layout, I really
liked the sound, especially the whistle
on function 3. You have to press to
turn it on and also to turn it off, but
you get used to this. It is very immediate, which I like, and the whistle has a
lovely echo to it. The chuff barks nicely
when you throttle up and eases off
when you drift.
The loco, with the decoder right
out of the box, runs at speed step one,

crawling from tie to tie at less than one
scale mile per hour. Astounding! We
knew Bachmann had built this into
their trucks, but it took DCC to get it
back out. Top speed is around 18 scale
miles per hour; very realistic. I put on
a little momentum just to simulate the
ponderous weight of the beast. What a
sweetheart!

Enhancements to the Decoder
Zimo lives in the entire world, not
just North America, so it is prepared to
operate with Marklin, Roco, and LGB.
This decoder also supports the SUSI
sound module standards (which either
you understand or don't. If you don't,
please don't worry about it.). This
decoder supports "Krois coupler/uncouplers," another item with which I have
no experience but find interesting.
There are four servo motor outputs
on this decoder, something missing
from most other large scale decoders.
These would operate at around five
volts at fairly low amperage, something
you could probably arrange on another
decoder's function, if you were careful and clever. This decoder offers
Smart Stop ~ a n & e m e n t .This feature
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The Zimo Solution
Well, my trust wasn't misplaced.
This is a dandy solution, one that

500 S. BROADWAY, DENVER, CO 80209-4002
Toll Free (Orders Only): (800) 886-1813

-

Phone: (303) 777-6766 Fax (303) 777-0028
www.caboosehobbies.com
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prevents the loco from stopping on a
stretch of dead track caused by dirt. It
does this by having a capacitor in the
power supply that is triggered if the
loco stops where it has no access to
power; the cap drives the loco forward
a bit until it reaches a powered section.
Very cool.
Since a minimum of 1,000 microFarad would be needed and more like 10K
would be useful, and given the space
problems I was experiencing and that
caps like this would be the size of my
thumb, I had to pass on this magic, at
least without some advanced engineering. I suppose it would be possible to
position a large cap right on the catwalk to look like an air tank, make the
insulated leads look like pipes and put
on some straps, painting the whole thing
flat black and routing the leads back
into the shell area. It is also possible to
set up this capacitance.to assist the loco
over dirty track during regular running,
though I use stainless steel track and
have very little trouble with this.

-

Open Monday through Friday: 9:30am to 6pm; Saturday: 9am to 5:30pm; Sunday l l a m to 5pm
Most Shipping: UPS Ground; Continental USA: Minimum $7.95

-

Proto 2000 E7 7esel Locomotives
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International Orders Encouraged, Shlpped Actual Cost

Walthers Passenger Cars

~gusl.2008

-

Anticipated Delivery Dales As Shown

Standard DC
Express Car #1330-1336
317-1329
Express Car #I

h
h '08
January '08
April '08
November '07
February '08
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HO Scale Structure Kits- Check Website For Best Pricing

ht House & Freight Office Combo

Limited-Run

Train Shed Only Kit
09332949 Ex~ected:November '07

September2007-Model Railroad News -www.ModeIRaiIroadNews.com
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works very nicely. I don't think I've
completely explored the placement
options under the shell. I may try to
wire the headlights and cab lights to
various functions. I also may try to reengineer the installation so I can use
the larger speaker, but that's going to
take some real work. I was amazed at
how quickly this went and how good it
sounds and operates. I cringed at the
thought of digging into my old Shay,
but now I'm wondering why I worried!
Most of all, my old Nine Spot is an
even greater favorite.
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Product Releases
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D C C & DC- M o d e l R e c t i f i e r
Corporation has released a drop-in, Dual
Mode decoder for Kato's. The decoder is
equipped with all 28 NMRA functions.
Following MRC's latest Dual Mode
s o u n d decoders: t h e 1 6 4 4 ( K a t o
SD70MAClAC4400) and 1645 (Kato P42 Genesis and EMD E8/9), the F3 decoder has no connectors, and requires no
wiring, machining, or dremeling, making
it easy to add sound and DCC capabilities
to Kato's new locomotive. Simply remove
the loco body, unclip the factory circuit
board, drop in the new decoder, insert the
clip, and put the body back on.
Featuring MRC's Brilliance sound,
the drop-in board is mounted with a
high-fidelity speaker and includes genuine EMD 567B prime movers sound, and
the modeler's choice of bells, horns, and
more. The dual-mode decoder also allows
D C railroaders synchronized diesel
rumble as well as full sound and control
capability when coupled with MRC'Q
BlackBox (#1050) control unit. The d
coder is available with sound (#001658)
for $84.98 and without sound (#001659)
for $32.98.

.........................................................
Model Rectifier Corporation, 80 Newfield Ave.,
Edison, NJ 08837-3817; 732-225-6360; Fax:
732-225-0091;www.modelrectifier.com ,
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www.ircmodelersclub.com
P.O.Box 839 Longmount, CO 80502
Phone (800) 472-2530 Fax (303) 772-8534
Web Site: www.ircmodelersclub.com
Need help spreading the
word about the World3

Greatest Hobby?
www.greatesthobby.com

877-426-5087

The World's Greatest Hobby speaker's bureau has
a database of 800+ individuals around the country who are eager to introduce people to model
railroading. Proqrams include 16-minute video.
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